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Two 2,000 HP DC Shredder Motors by:John Baumann
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A recycling scrapyard in Dayton, OH had a few 

problems with one of two 2000 HP DC motors. 

The outboard motor was going through brush-

es and they were having flash-over issues 

causing field coil damage. The 2 motors are 

coupled together to run a shredder that shreds 

anything from cars, and scrap iron, to office 

furniture etc. The customer’s spare motor was 

sent to our shop at Washington Street to make 

sure the motor was ready to go when it was  

switched out with the motor needing repair. 

Washington Street bought and installed a new 

coupling and then sent the motor back to the 

customer for our Field Service Team to put into 

service. The Springfield Field Service team 

switched out the old motor with the spare. 

The motors were precision laser aligned to 

each other, (This was all done in one day). 

The customer had the OEM on site the fol-

lowing Monday to tune the two drives to their 

motors for proper operation. The shredder was 

started up with no issues. A follow-up visit was 

conducted by the Springfield shop to recheck 

the alignment a week later to verify alignment 

at the customer’s request. The customer was 

well pleased with the project from start to fin-

ish. Job well done by all involved.
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Loctite Corporate 
Visits Coatings

Top executives from Loctite 

were recently in Indianapolis for 

a Loctite Sales Meeting. While 

here, they visited our Coatings 

division to discuss future training 

of their sales reps to give them 

a better understanding of what 

a Loctite certified applicator can 

do to help them improve sales. 

They also discussed having 

Horner make samples for their 

International salesforce. Did you 

know Horner is the top Loctite 

certified applicator in the US?

Pictured above from left to right: 

Terry Thorne: Sales Manager 

Horner, Rob Bertok: President 

Henkel Canada, Simon Mawson: 

Head of General Industry North 

America and Latin America North, 

John Borden: Director of Global 

MRO Market Development, 

Derek Bufkin: Vice President 

MRO Steering Unit, Jim Kennedy: 

Operations Manager Coatings. 



From Bone Yard to 
Functional

By: Wendy DeFabis

The above picture is a dryer 

disperser unit from a Horner 

customer. This customer is 

located in Cloverdale, IN and  

produces ethanol. This dis-

perser runs at speed and the 

chunks of product hit it while 

rotating and blast it into small-

er particles. The unit was bent 

and unable to be used in 

production. The customer had 

the disperser out in their bone 

yard for years and one day 

asked Todd Cochran, Sales , 

if Horner could save the unit.

The unit was transported to 

the Horner Machine Shop to 

be dismantled and evaluated 

for repair. The customer pro-

vided the price of a new unit 

and Darrell Cothron quoted 

the rebuild for 20% less than 

the cost of new and we were 

awarded the job.

The machine shop disman-

tled, repaired the (17) plates, 

made a new shaft and assem-

bled the unit.  Horner turned 

a scrap item into a functional 

piece of equipment for our 

customer. 

Five Year Anniversary for Coatings by: Albert Anderson

Five years ago, Jim Kennedy, 

Ben West, and myself, 

were tasked with getting the 

Coatings shop up and going. 

We had just under three 

months to transform the 940 

building from being mostly a 

storage building to a function-

ing shop again. 

While we were building the 

booths, the dust and smoke 

collection systems were being 

designed and installed. Also, 

once we had room, all our 

machining equipment had to be 

moved in and set up. Not every-

thing was completed by the 

start of 2014 but we were able 

to spray and machine by then. 

We still had a paint booth to 

build and a lot of odds and ends 

to finish up, but we made it. 

Fast forward to today and it 

doesn’t even seem like it’s 

been five years already. It took 

a lot to get to where we are 

today, but it’s all been worth 

the effort. We had quite a few 

customers that were hesitant 

to use us at first. Most of them 

have dealt with the old flame 

spray coatings from the past 

that didn’t hold up like what 

they do today.

We are enabling our customers 

to get longer life spans out of 

their parts. We are even coat-

ing brand new parts to head 

off the wear they would see 

without being coated. 

We recently had an open house 

to promote our shop, the pump 

shop, and Loctite. Our cus-

tomers were treated to lunch, 

demos, a few games, and even 

some training. The people from 

Loctite came back the following 

day to provide our sales staff 

with the same training that our 

guys have gone through, so 

they can better understand the 

products. There are not too 

many companies out there like 

Loctite that will send people 

to train your employees on 

their products. That has been 

a huge help to us. Five years 

down, many more to go and we 

are still finding ways to make 

parts last longer.
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Terry Thorne Elected 
President of the 
Louisville EASA 

Chapter

At the anuual meeting of the EASA 

Louisville Chapter, Terry Thorne, 

Sales Manager at Horner, was 

elected President. Terry previously 

served as Treasurer and Secretary 

for the Chapter. The Local Chapter 

President for EASA is responsible 

for all chapter business affairs and 

is in charge of all chapter meetings 

of the membership and the board 

of directors. The President also 

delegates work to other chapter 

members such as preparing the 

annual budget, programs, training 

and annual meetings. The chapter 

President’s most difficult task is to 

delegate work to other members 

within the chapter as all volunteers 

are pressed for time.

What is EASA? (Electrical Apparatus 

Service Association) 

EASA is a specialist trade organiza-

tion – they are the largest interna-

tional trade association in the world! 

EASA is fully dedicated to Electro-

mechanical Services (Motors and 

Rotating Machines and Systems). 

They have over 1900-member 

companies, in more than 60 coun-

tries around the world. All Horner 

Industrial repair facilities, where 

applicable, are EASA members in 

good standing. 

1) Your cat lets you know 

he’s delighted you’ve finally 

bought some great  toys! 

Keep pets and children at least 

three feet away from burning 

candles and  electrical cords 

to prevent burns and electrical 

fires.

2) That ever-growing pile of 

fallen pine needles on the 

floor is receiving  more com-

ments than the decorations 

for your Christmas tree. A dry 

tree in your home is a fire dan-

ger. Think of it as a huge pile of 

kindling in  your home. Choose 

a tree with fresh, green nee-

dles that do not fall off when   

touched.

3) You’ve spent more time 

trying to free yourself out 

of the tangled lights  than 

actually decorating the tree. 

Check the manufacturer’s 

instructions to find out how 

many lights can be  connected 

to prevent electric shock and 

fire.

4) You know it’s bad to put 

flammable material near 

a fire, but you can’t  help 

yourself. These stockings just 

look so darn cute and fes-

tive! Keep anything that can 

burn away from a heat source, 

despite how awesome it looks. 

Flameless candles are also a 

great alternative to real ones 

when decorating.

5) Your house is a holiday 

tourist attraction and you 

couldn’t be prouder. An over-

loaded electrical outlet is a 

major fire hazard. Plug strings 

of lights  directly into the wall 

and keep the number to a 

minimum.

6) Some of the bulbs on your 

string of lights have already 

taken time off   for the holi-

days. Replace any string of 

lights that has worn or broken 

cords or loose bulb   connec-

tions. These can easily start 

a fire.

7) You’re sure those strings 

of Christmas lights make the 

perfect hat to complement 

your holiday outfit. Some 

lights are only for indoor or 

outdoor use, but not both. And 

most certainly, not for your 

head. 

Let’s face it, the holidays are 

never perfect, no matter how 

they’re portrayed in magazines 

and on television. But by fol-

lowing a few simple practices 

and precautions, you can cre-

ate a fun and perfectly fire-safe 

holiday for you and your loved 

ones!

And remember, have working 

smoke alarms in your home 

and create a home escape 

plan. Practice it with your fam-

ily so everyone knows what to 

do if a fire does occur.

9 Ways To Know That You’re a Holiday 
Decorating Disaster  
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Ted Hancock: 
Podcaster

Ted Hancock handles purchas-

ing, invoicing, and much more at 

the Hydrualic Shop in Cincinnati.  

When he’s not at Horner he 

is podcasting. Podcasting is 

internet radio. He has a podcast 

called “The Take It Or Leave It 

Show” It’s a show about politics 

except its for the people who 

are tired of right wing/left wing 

stuff that just want a touch of the 

news and some humor.  You can 

find his podcasts on Facebook 

(The Take It or Leave It Podcast) 

or Itunes, Spotify, Soundcloud, or 

Stitcher. Ted got into podcasting 

because he got tired of hearing 

the mainstream news media and 

how they put their slant on sto-

ries. He has always strived to be 

the most reasonable guy in the 

room and decided he couldn’t be 

the only one who felt that way. 

He started off with just some-

thing for close friends and has 

now grown into having followers 

nationwide and Internationally. 

Ted is married to his wife Torie 

and has 3 boys. All his other 

hobbies tie into media and he is 

considering a run for president 

#Hancock2020- just kidding! 

Loose Motor Base  
by: Nelson Baxter

When analyzing motors, it is 

easy to read more into a prob-

lem than actually exists.   This 

case history illustrates the need 

to always look for the simple 

solution first. While at a power 

plant working on a large fan, 

the vibration analyst requested 

that a large mill motor be exam-

ined.  The motor had been sent 

out to motor shops twice.  In 

each instance, the vibration 

remained high when the motor 

was put back into operation.  

Attempts were made to field 

balance the motor, however, 

they were unsuccessful.  The 

motor continued to have ampli-

tudes of 8 mils of vibration, all 

of which was at its operating 

speed.  

The first thing that was checked 

was the tightness of the motor 

to its base plate.  All the bolts 

were tight.  The next thing that 

was verified was the tightness 

of the base plate to the con-

crete pedestal.  The bolts felt 

tight, however, motion between 

a bolt head and the base plate 

was apparent. What had hap-

pened was that the bolt had 

bottomed out. This meant that 

even though the bolt felt tight 

to the mechanic with a wrench, 

no force was applied between 

the bolt head and the plate. 

To solve the problem, a wash-

er was installed.  After the 

installation of the washer, the 

vibration dropped from 8 mils 

down to less than 1 mil.  Over 

$30,000 had been spent on 

this large motor at the repair 

shops and the problem had 

been nothing more than the 

need to add a washer to a bolt. 

Our New Faces

Kevin Hoover
Fan and Fabrication
Will Call

Tim Shaw
APG
RMA

Marsha Mattingly
Louisville
Shop Scheduler

Ryan Wolfe
APG
Engineering

Jerry Martinez
Indianapolis
Pump Mechanic

Joel Herendeen
Indianapolis
Accounting
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Matt Velandingham
Indianapolis
Product Specialist

TED

Jacob Reister
Indianapolis
Motor Shop

Paul Ludlow
APG
RMA

Caleb Jackson
Hydraulics
Mechanic

Donnie Tresler
Machining Services
Machinist

Alex Peters
Springfield
Machinist

Mike McFarland
Fan and Fabrication
Fabricator



A Push to Sell More 
Products Brings on 
Matt Velaningham

Matt Velandingham has joined 

the Horner team for New Product 

Sales Support. Matt will assist our 

current salesmen in growing new 

product sales with current custom-

ers while also looking to expand 

our customer base. His territory 

will include all of Indiana and part 

of Kentucky. Products will include 

new motors, vfds,  and gearboxes.

Matt graduated from Perry 

Meridian in 2008 and received a 

business degree from Ivy Tech 

while working for Baldor Electric 

Company. He has worked for 

Baldor/ABB over the past ten 

years in both inside and out-

side sales. Currently he lives in 

Wanamaker with his wife Sarah, 

3 yr. old son Carl, and expecting 

another boy in December.

Matt enjoys spending time in the 

garage tinkering and watching 

his favorite sports teams Colts, 

Pacers, and IU. He also enjoys 

working on projects around the 

house and spending time with both 

his and Sarah’s large families. 

 

A gravel pit in Petersburg, 

KY contacted John Baumann 

(Sales) with a problem. They 

had 2 motors on a dredge. A 

particular dredge is a float-

ing clam shell type bucket that 

pulls gravel off the bottom of a 

lake. The motors drop and pull 

up the bucket from the bottom 

of the lake. The team at the 

gravel pit wanted to upgrade 

from a wound rotor motor and 

convert it to a new induction 

motor to be controlled by a 

VFD. They also wanted to 

upgrade the controls to elimi-

nate a diesel generator and go 

to shore power. If they run 10 

hours a day, they would have 

to provide a thousand gallons 

of diesel fuel to the generator 

via a tanker barge every four 

days. Not only are they going 

to save a lot on fuel, they are 

also minimizing their risk of 

environmental hazards. Two 

New 350hp Weg Motors were 

purchased by the customer. 

Horner’s job was to pull the 

hoist motors off the unit and 

replace them with the newly 

purchased motors. The cus-

tomer needed this one quickly 

with a 3 week turnaround. We 

were able to turn the job in two 

weeks only to deliver it in 2 

weeks two days as they weren’t 

ready for us. We transport-

ed the dredge drum trolley to 

Washington Street which was 

not easily fit onto a truck. It was 

41,000 lbs and was 8 ft. wide 

by 17 ft. long. The Machine 

Shop made 4 – 32”L X 6”W X 

3” thick steel bars to raise the 

new motors center height to 

fit the frame and resized the 

coupling hub with sleeves to fit 

the new motors. Washington 

Street then installed the motors 

back onto the dredge drum trol-

ley. We had to laser align the 

motors to the gearbox. During 

the customer’s visit, they want-

ed us to add an encoder to the 

drum shaft, so Horner Fan/Fab 

designed and made a bracket 

and cover for the encoder. The 

trolley was loaded back on the 

truck and was delivered and 

installed at the customer site. 

The trolley was so large and 

with all the work in the shop, 

most of the work on the trolley 

was performed on the trailer 

in the loading dock. Thanks to 

all the Horner employees who 

turned this job around quickly 

and did a fantastic job!

Dredge Motors by: John Baumann
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Celebrations at APG

As a group, we work hard:  quick 

shipments, all-hands-on-deck 

container unloading, acting busy 

when Phil walks around (Phil, 

don’t read this paragraph…). 

We accomplish a lot, and we 

celebrate it! But we also help 

each other out and acknowledge 

our colleagues when they need 

it most:  baby showers for a 

first grandchild; fundraisers ben-

efitting someone going through a 

tough time; raffles to raise money 

for a common cause which has 

affected us all in some shape or 

form. Our jobs are important, but 

our people matter more.

Here are a few fun numbers 

showing the ways we celebrated 

at Horner APG in 2018:

•$750 raised at the annual bake 

sale for Relay for Life

•Over a dozen different treats for 

National Oreo Day

•12 Sheet cakes (and about 12 

gallons of ice cream) for monthly 

birthday celebrations

•9 bold recipes at our Chili 

Cookoff

•Over 2 dozen dishes/sides for 

National Cheeseburger Day

•The happiest new grandma and 

grandpa you’ve ever seen at our 

special baby shower
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A Pipeline Company had a 

project that was going late 

into October due to a 1250HP 

4160V motor upgrade to a more 

modern frame. Once the origi-

nal large existing GE 2300V 

motor was removed from the 

sled base, the surface was 

checked for flatness and it was 

found to be out close to .125”. 

This obviously was not accept-

able for a 2 pole motor that 

was direct coupled to a Sulzer 

propane pump. Matt Phelps of 

Horner Fan&Fab had quoted a 

transition base for the newer 

4160V more modern frame to 

meet the D dim. (shaft height). 

The general practice for the 

Pipeline was to bring in an “on 

site” milling machine to “true 

up” the base. These milling 

machines come in from Texas 

with their own machinists and 

crew. The cost to the Pipeline 

was approximately $45K and 

the timing was critical. Ralph 

Coonce, (Horner’s Mechanical 

Field Services Manager) was 

on site at the customer’s site 

and offered an alternative 

to speed up the base level-

ing issue. This was to install 

sole plates using the epoxy 

grout from Loctite. The prod-

uct was selected by Loctite 

Engineers. They selected a 

product  with the trade name of 

“Marine Chock”. The Pipeline 

needed a lot of additional, in 

depth, technical information 

to get this alternative solution 

approved by their Corporate 

Engineering Staff. The instal-

lation was completed on site 

by 2 Horner technicians in 5 

full working days. This was 

not only a huge time saver for 

the Pipeline but it resulted in a 

significant cost savings as well. 

The Pipeline related to Horner 

that they have additional base 

projects with similar issues 

across the country and will use 

this as a benchmark for future 

installation of this nature. Mark 

Rosebrock, Gary Gobel, and 

Evan Baldwin, (Horner MFS 

Technicians), were all involved 

onsite and were significant 

contributors to the overall suc-

cess of the project. 

Thanks to all who had a part in 

this very successful alternative 

to utilizing a new technology in 

our trade.

Pipeline Motor Base by: Bill Roper



Springfield Open House by: Mike Harper

On September 13th, the Springfield divi-

sion of Horner Industrial had a successful 

open house for customers and employees. 

The planning for this event began at least 

six months prior by Terry Thorne and 

Jacqueline Keen. The sales staff had the 

task of inviting customers in addition to 

Jacqueline’s mailing campaign. 

There was a lot of preparation work need-

ed to make the Springfield shop shine as 

it once did when we first moved in, back in 

1985. The shop personnel worked on all 

shifts on cleaning and organizing the shop. 

All machine tools in the machine shop 

were pressure washed and freshly painted. 

The field service techs were a tremendous 

help, between F/S jobs, with painting the 

office walls, stairs and replacing ceiling 

tiles. The shop floor was scrubbed and 

new yellow lines were painted. To top it all 

off, the field service techs completed the 

installation of LED lights in the shop built 

by Horner APG. The bright LED lighting 

made the shop shine like a new penny. We 

had many compliments on how much bet-

ter the shop looked. 

The open house was from 10 AM – 2 PM 

with a lunch theme for customers. We had 

two food trailers that were a hit. We also 

had two maintenance training classes con-

ducted by Terry Thorne and Ralph Coonce. 

Customers were greeted by Linda Sutton 

at the registration desk. Tables were set up 

to highlight some of our corporate capabili-

ties. Jim Kennedy had a coatings display 

highlighting our coating skills. Loctite also 

had a table with our sales reps, to support 

our coatings capabilities. Rich Streitmarter 

manned a table to highlight our hydraulic 

repair capabilities. Heidi Randall had a 

table to show off our fan repair and fab-

rication business. Mike Croft had a table 

to highlight our Cool Blue product line for 

drive noise reduction. 

Special thanks to Terry Thorne, David 

Coonce, Dave Whited, John Bauman, Bill 

Harkins and John Franzer for keeping our 

customers entertained and engaged. Our 

supervisors and office staff personnel were 

also there to provide customer care and 

keep the show on the road. In hindsight, 

we had a great event and I am very proud 

to be part of this team. Thank you to all 

who contributed to our successful open 

house event. 
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Thank You Mark 
By: Darrell Cothron

I remember my first day when I 

was hired. Mark was running a 

lathe and was the shop supervi-

sor. Little did I know Mark would 

be my only boss I would have 

for the next 34 years. I appreci-

ate everything Mark has done 

for me as a person. I’ve learned 

a lot from Mark just from being 

with him for all these years by 

observing, talking to  and listen-

ing how he conducted himself 

on a daily basis. Mark’s door 

was always open for business 

as well as personal matters 

that we’ve all faced through 

the years. Mark will be missed 

but not forgotten as I still apply 

all the tools I learned from him 

in my daily activities. He was 

more than a co-worker, he was 

my friend and I wish he and 

his family all of the happiness 

that he rightfully deserves in his 

retirement. Again, thank you for 

all you’ve done for me which is 

probably more than you will ever 

know. You were a great teacher 

and friend and I thank you.

Note: Darrell Cothron will be tak-

ing over the role as Operations 

Manager for Machining Services. 
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Mark Reed started at Scherer  

(now Horner) in October of 

1976, when he was 18 years 

old. Mark started out in parts 

cleaning where he would 

steam clean and cob blast 

motor parts. Mark didnt have 

any industrial knowledge after 

graduating high school and 

knew absolutely nothing about   

electric motors. Looking back, 

the parts cleaning position was 

the perfect way to begin learn-

ing the parts and their func-

tions, Mark says. 

In high school however he did 

take a machining vocational 

which included classes in draft-

ing, sheet metal, welding, and 

machining. This would provide 

him with the basic knowledge 

he would need to later advance 

into the machine shop. At the 

time Scherer Electric was pri-

marily a motor shop with a little 

more machining capability than 

most shops. 

In 1985, Mark became the 

Machine Shop Supervisor. The 

company was growing quickly 

in that area due to focus in that 

area and the company was 

adding people, machines, and 

shifts. His responsibilities soon 

turned into more scheduling, 

estimating, and personnel. 

Fast forward to his retirement, 

he was given many other titles, 

but for the most part was part 

of the Machining Services 

Division. 

Mark leaves with, “It was a 

privilege to learn and work with 

so many talented people over 

the years. I worked with the 

best in all areas. I enjoyed 

being part of a team that could 

make a positive impact on our 

company. I never quit learning 

from them and they remain my 

friends today!”

Mark Reed (Machining Service’s Operations 
Manager) Retires by: Mike Harper



Mark Reed: My 
Favorite Part About 
Working At Horner 

“ I liked working at Horner 

because it’s a family owned 

company. I like that my 

boss wears work clothes 

and drives a pickup truck. 

I like working for a good 

human being that has done 

so many unselfish things, 

most of which go unnoticed 

by all the employees.”

Mark Reed at Scherer

Organizing the Machining 

Services Move From Bluff 

Road to Washington Street

Mark Reed has been a good 

co-worker and a better friend 

for over 3 decades. He has 

always been there to help 

solve problems and even in 

the tough times, his attitude 

and demeanor were top notch. 

Mark always asked me to bring 

him “big broke stuff” and the 

majority of the time he was 

instrumental in finding a solu-

tion. I’ve enjoyed our time 

together and wish Mark and 

his family much happiness in 

retirement.

-Todd Cochran

Mark, you are one of the kind-

est, most thoughtful and forgiv-

ing  people I have ever known. 

You have certainly been one of 

the most dedicated people to 

the job. Thank you for every-

thing. You will be missed.

- Jim Plahitko

Like a few others here, I can 

remember when Mark started 

his career.   It does not seem 

right to see you retire first, but 

the best of wishes to you!   We 

have worked together for a 

long time, with lots of memo-

ries.  Best wishes of everything 

for the entire Reed family

-Ralph Coonce

Mark always had such a pleas-

ant aura about him. I never 

saw him mad. His sense of 

humor was good and I liked 

that. When you gave a project 

to Mark he could read between-

the-lines, like he knew what 

you needed without having to 

explain too much. I think Mark 

made a lot of customers happy 

during his career and they 

counted on him. I’ll bet that’s 

a pretty good feeling to walk 

away with. The feeling that you 

made a difference and had an 

impact on many people. We’ll 

miss you bro.

-Craig Hallett

Mark was always very support-

ive of the Springfield division, 

taking on the larger machine 

shop jobs that would not fit in 

our machines. He also helped 

us with hot overtime jobs, work-

ing his crew around the clock 

to take care of our customer. 

We wish Mark the best in his 

“golden years” of retirement.

-Mike Harper

Being new to Horner as the 

operations manager over at 

Terre Haute, I got the oppor-

tunity to meet Mark at a gas 

station off I-70 on the week-

end of July 4th. It was a rush 

job that introduced us. Mark 

was quick to help and made 

from scratch a special ridged 

coupling for a high speed com-

pressor motor. Many thanks 

Mark, that single moment 

showed your character. Many 

thanks and best wishes from 

everyone at the Terre Haute 

shop! George Jones has a 

song called “Who’s Gonna Fill 

Them Shoes” thats you Mark. 

-Kent Seavers

I realized there is no one Mark 

Reed story or memory. There 

is just an overwhelming memo-

ry of support, laughter, depend-

ability, wisecracks, generosity 

and food- lots of food.  My wish 

for Mark is that he finishes his 

pergola project, he uses his 

oyster shucker often with fam-

ily and friends and he finally 

gets to look forward to Holidays 

again! 

-Wendy DeFabis

Mark Reed: A Man That Will Be Missed
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Earlier this year, the Terre Haute shop was 

asked to take on an interesting project. 

A local plastic plant has two extruder DC 

motors with different mounting foot heights 

and bolt patterns. The original motor would 

mount up to the gearbox fairly well, but the 

spare motor was a different story. Riser 

blocks, shims, and special extra long bolts 

were needed to align the motor. Turning 

the mounting bolts diameter down was 

common to achieve a good alignment. 

Our job was to try to relocate the feet on 

the spare motor to match the feet on the 

original motor.

To make this more difficult no one could 

locate drawings, so we had to make our 

own. Being Belly slung, it’s impossible to 

measure directly from one foot to the other. 

using straight edges, scales, and tape 

measures are only so accurate. A geospa-

tial plotter could do it with enough plots, but 

this was estimated to be cost prohibitive. 

So the idea was to build a fixture to fit the 

original motor in. Once built, the second 

motor with the feet removed could be set 

in the fixture supported only by the shafts. 

The new mounting feet will be installed on 

the fixture and necessary mounting sup-

ports and braces welded into place. When 

finished with the welding the bottoms of the 

new feet can be machined flush. 

When the work is completed the fixture will 

be used as a storage skid. This will aid in 

moving the motors from a storage ware-

house to the plant location. 

Footloose in Terre Haute 
by: Kent Seavers
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As the weather grows colder and temperatures 

drop, our homless population needs your help more 

than ever. What most people don’t realize is that not 

all homeless people are able to use the shelters 

and outreach accommodations. Some choose to 

stay on the streets and many are not welcome in 

shelters because of mental illness or substance 

abuse which may render them too disruptive to be 

housed in proximity to others. Unfortunatly many 

of these men and women freeze to death over the 

winter. 58 people died in Indianapolis in 2017, 2 of 

which were steps from the 1521 Washington Street 

location. After speaking with Sandy Pruitt (Inside 

Sales Indy) who helped these folks during her 

time at the Sheriff’s Department, we prepared a 

list of items to donate. Indianapolis you can drop 

off items to Sandy Pruitt (Inside Sales) or Rosie 

Frushon(Front Reception 1521), APG to Patty 

Hestand. Outside Indianapolis locations we incour-

age you to coordinate with a homeless assistance 

group near you to assure these donations are deliv-

ered to the people most in need. 

Items in Need: 

blankets                         hygeine wipes

handwarmers                 bottled water

coats                             hoodies

hats                       tuna (pull tabs)

scarves                  socks

gloves                   umbrellas

ponchos                peanut butter crackers

Contact:

sandra.pruitt@hornerindustrial.com

Blankets For The Homeless 
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Mike Smith, Mechanical Field Service, recently went to Tanzania 

in Africa, on a trip to volunteer his skills to build wells with a non 

for profit called Go Drill. Did you know that young girls in a village 

sometimes walk miles for water that many of us wouldn’t think of 

drinking. Not only does clean water help against disease but also  

helping these young girls remain safe from dangerous men and 

animals. 

Mike’s trip  involved building a well for a high school that had over 

600 students. Before the pump they would have to walk over a 

kilometer for water. The pump they built for the high school was 

drilled 153 meters down due to the sandy dry enviroment. This is 

where they were able to gain access to the ground water in the 

area. There is no electricity so the pump is operated by hand. 

People in the area will use the pump for cooking, cleaning, and 

washing. Not only does the well building help the community with 

disease control, safety, etc. it also brings employment to residents, 

as Go Drill employs the locals to help build the pumps with guid-

ance of the volunteers. 

While Mike was there he worked on other projects such as repair-

ing pumps that needed maintenance in the area, and doing work 

on a solar panel that aerated the water for a fish farm. 

Think about this verse that can be found in the Bible under Mark 

9:41  If anyone gives you even a cup of water because you belong 

to the Messiah, I tell you the truth, that person will surely be 

rewarded.

If you would like to learn more about Go Drill visit their website at 

www.godrill.org

Mark 9:41  If anyone gives you even a cup of water......... bVy: 

Tom Berkopes

Which water 
source would 
you want to 
drink from?
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Things We Have In 
Common: Fishing/Hunting/
Hiking/Camping

Collin Mann
EMDS
Duck Hunting

Andy Sneary
Springfield
Hunting

Mike Moyer
Safety
Fishing

Charles Sifers
MFS 
Fishing

Tyrus Demerath
Inside Sales
Hiking

Brad Kehrt
APG
Fishing

Joel Herendeen
Accounting
Hunting

Charles Sifer’s 
Son
MFS
Fishing

Dan Kohl
Sales
Fishing

Kerry Fork’s 
Grandson
Inside Sales
Fishing

Matt Brown
MFS 
Hunting

Bill Fleming
Sales
Fishing

James Taylor
Motor Shop Indy
Hunting

Ashley Eddelman
Coatings
Fishing

Chris 
Musgrove’s 
wife
Motor Shop 
Indy
Fishing

Dave Howard 
and Mike 
Harper
Springfield
Hunting 

Tony Lawless
Inside Sales 
Fishing

Jason Horner, 
Phil Horner, and 
Richard Cooper 
(Ireland)
APG 
Hunting



Disturbing The Peace by: Walter Ireland 
A Printing Company in Crawfordsville, IN 

contacted Horner Fan and Fab after get-

ting multiple complaints from neighbors 

about the noise the facility was making. 

The noise was contributing to an exhaust 

fan that pulls the shredded paper from 

the inside of the building and puts the 

paper into a hopper. When the air came 

out of the building through the exhaust it 

sounded like a jet engine. With the plant 

running 24/7 you can see why there were 

complaints. 

Brad Snodgrass went out to the plant and 

took measurements, looked at the round 

airducts, looked at the exit ducts, and took 

sound readings. He came up with a plan to 

design a pipe that went out but also went 

up like an elbow design. The large pipe 

would expand the air and make it slow 

down. Slowing down the air would reduce 

the noise. As the air goes around the bend 

and up it would also slow the air down 

some more.

Great team work by the division helped 

this project be a success. Fabrication 

was completed by Steve Floor, Nathan 

Anderson worked in the field to install it, 

Brad Snodgrass and Matt Phelps worked 

on the Design and Engineering of it.
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Hallett University: Thermodynamics   by: Craig Hallett 
The first law of Thermodynamics reads 

something like this ……Energy cannot 

be created or destroyed, it can only be 

transferred. 

Let that statement percolate for a minute. 

We cannot create energy out of thin air 

nor can we ever destroy energy. However, 

it can transfer from one system to another 

or from one state to another. 

Energy comes in two basic forms which 

are Potential energy and Kinetic energy . 

Potential Energy is stored energy. Kinetic 

energy is the energy something possesses 

due to its motion. As an example: a flow-

ing river would have some value of Kinetic 

energy and if the river was dammed up it 

would have Potential energy. Or, another 

example might be the electrical power in its 

off state to a motor would be the Potential 

energy and then starting the motor now 

has Kinetic energy. In this example the 

Potential energy (the electrical power) was 

transferred to Kinetic energy (the running 

motor). Was any energy created? NO. 

Was any energy destroyed? NO. Maybe 

some losses in the motor created heat, but 

that is still energy that was transferred. It 

was just transferred to the air.

Knowing this basic information about 

physics can we wind a motor that has 

more energy output without giving it more 

input energy? No. We cannot create ener-

gy. Does one motor manufacturer make 

motors with more energy output than the 

other guy? 

No. we cannot create energy nor can we 

destroy it. Can a manufacturer make it 

look like they can break and bend the laws 

of physics by messing with ratings on the 

nameplate? Yes. Can we destroy the ener-

gy of the competition with our knowledge 

of physics. Yes, I think we can. 
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That line is often repeated in jest, but it 

is often times true and can at times turn 

tragic. 

In 1977, two Boeing 747 aircraft collided 

on the runway at the Los Rodeos Airport 

in the Canary Islands. The fog that day 

was so thick neither plane could see each 

other. The tragedy was due to a miscom-

munication between the captain of the 

KLM plane and the air traffic controller. 

During the pre-takeoff instructions the air 

traffic controller used the words “stand 

by for takeoff”. The Captain of the KLM 

aircraft heard the words “takeoff” and 

believed he had been given clearance for 

takeoff when in fact he did not. As the KLM 

plane accelerated through the fog a Pan 

American 747 was crossing the runway 

to a taxiway and was directly in the path 

of the KLM plane as it came rumbling 

down the runway. By the time the KLM 

pilots saw the Pan American aircraft, they 

were already traveling too fast to abort the 

takeoff. In a last ditch effort to avoid the 

collision, the pilots of the KLM aircraft pre-

maturely rotated the aircraft and attempted 

to clear the Pan American plane by lifting 

off, causing a severe tail strike for 72 ft. As 

a result of a miscommunication occurring 

between two people, 583 people lost their 

lives that day. 

It is vitally important that we communicate 

clearly with the people around us every 

chance we get, or we risk the chance of 

having misunderstandings and confusion. 

Whenever we communicate with anyone, 

we all have to make sure that we are very 

clear about what we mean and that the 

person we’re communicating with under-

stands what we’re trying to communicate. 

Sometimes we think other people will 

know what we’re talking about when in fact 

they walk away without a clue. 

Always be specific when communicating 

and make sure that you state clearly all of 

the pertinent details you need to have your 

listener understand and ask for feedback. 

An example would be, “is there anything 

you don’t understand about what I just 

said”? When details are important always 

ask for them to repeat them to you, or, 

restate them once again to the listener to 

make sure they understand what you just 

said.   

Communicating by the written word:

With many of us now receiving volumes of 

emails a day it’s more important than ever 

to communicate clearly and efficiently.

1. Be clear and concise with your mes-

sage. You’ll save time and your reader will 

appreciate it.

2. Before sending, ALWAYS re-read your 

message and double check for grammar 

and misused words. 

3. Copy back salient points when reply-

ing to an earlier message. Remember 

that your reader likely receives hundreds 

of emails a week. When you combine 

that with face-to-face meetings and phone 

calls, it’s dangerous to assume your recipi-

ent will remember your earlier exchange.

4. Use specific subject line descriptions. 

Since many email messages go back 

and forth several times over the course of 

many weeks, it’s important to accurately 

describe what the reader will find inside.

5. Realize that once your message is sent, 

it’s difficult to recall. Always double-check 

the recipient line before sending any email. 

Horror stories about messages acciden-

tally copied to “ALL” are becoming routine. 

Stick to facts, not opinions.

6. Practice the 24-hour rule when you’re 

upset. - It’s never a good idea to send an 

email when you’re angry. You’ll be glad 

you waited and toned things down after 

you’ve gained the perspective that can 

only come with some additional time.

What We Have Here Is A Failure to Communicate by: Terry Thorne



Hospital Pumps
By: Dennis Cardwell

A hospital in Lafayette, IN  hired 

us to recondition two major chiller 

pump motor assemblies that are 

used to keep patients comfortable 

during their stay. Before we were 

scheduled to pick up the unit they 

had a pump failure that broke the 

shaft of the pump and caused 

major damage to the inside of 

the pump. Thanks to Machining 

Services, Coatings/Pump, and 

Mechanical Field Service for get-

ting this unit back to the customer 

quickly. While on site installing the 

now fixed damaged unit, field ser-

vice pulled the twin unit for recon-

ditioning as well. 

Since Horner did such a fantastic 

job in serving the customer, the 

hospital decided to pull and recon-

dition all the pump/motor units for 

a toal of 10 units. This work will 

last us the rest of the year and will 

be completed with the help of the 

motor shop, pump shop, machin-

ing services, and the mechanical 

field service divisions. 

Solve the Puzzle: 
Husband   Misunderstanding   Wife

Three days to give me your answer. The 

right answers will go into a drawing for 

a final winner. There will be 3 additional 

prizes for 2nd-4th place. We will wait for all 

locations to receive before drawing.

jacqueline.keen@hornerindustrial.com

Answer to last quarters Brain Teaser: A truck 

drove into a village and met 4 cars. How many 

vehicles were going to the village?

A: 1 the cars were already there

Last quarters winners:

$50 in Giftcards: Karen Childs, Indy

$25 Giftcard:  Patty Hestand, APG

Horner Goodie Kim Wessel, APG

Horner Goodie Bag:  Marty Hartman, Indy

 

Brain Teaser       This Editions Prize: Suprise Bag!

EV Land Speed Records  by:Mike Harper

Did you know that the first car to 

break the mile a minute (60 mph) 

land speed record was an electric 

car? The year was 1899 and it was 

near Paris, France with the first car 

designed and built to break the land 

speed record. This car had a bul-

let shaped body and was powered 

by two 50 KW DC electric motors, 

propelling it to 65 mph. 

At the Farm Science Review, spon-

sored by The Ohio State University, 

Dave Whited, Bill Harkins and 

Mike Harper had the opportunity to 

inspect the EV (electric vehicle) that 

set a land speed record of 341 mph, 

in 2016 and that record still stands 

as of today. 

The Buckeye Bullet was designed 

by The Ohio State University engi-

neering students and built by Venturi 

Automobiles, a company based in 

Monaco, a French territory. 

Please note that the namesake of 

this car was Jesse Owens, the 

African-American Olympic track 

and field star from OSU. In the 

1936 Olympic Games in Berlin, the 

“Buckeye Bullet” won four gold med-

als and broke two world records.

The OSU Bullet is a 4th generation 

land speed car that the university 

has built. The students have learned 

many real-life practical applications 

for their engineering ideas. The car 

is powered by two custom electric 

motors powering each axle for a 

combined total of four motors pro-

ducing 3,000 HP. The two-speed 

transmission shifts into high gear at 

275 mph. The body is carbon fiber 

and it is truly a work of art – a mis-

sile with a single tail fin. 

The OSU College of Engineering 

Center of Automobile Research is 

paving the way for efficient electric 

powered vehicles in our not-to-dis-

tant future.
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Our Unique Employees And Their Families
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Tyrus Demerath
 (Inside Sales) En-
gaged! to Girlfriend 

Carrie

Bert Serak’s 
(Sales) Daughter 

Serena got married 

Laura Russell’s (Terre 
Haute) Son Easton 

#21

Marty Hartman’s 
(Indy) Gradnson 

Matthew

Sandy Pruitt’s (Inside 
Sales) Son James 

engaged to Girlfriend 
Jennie

Nick Cain 
(Springfield) got mar-
ried to now wife Amy

Robert Dorris (Fan and Fab) with 
Grandson Dalton at Duchene Mus-

cular Dystrophy Muscle Walk

Stephanie 
Clapper (APG) 

with Son Jaxson

Becky Miller
(Ft Wayne) 

Grandkids First 
Day of School

Ryan Scott (Toshiba/Horner 
Warehouse) with Son Braydon 

Riding

Wendy Calvert (APG) with 
Husband Kevin in Pigeon Forge

Becky Miller (Ft 
Wayne) with 
Grandkids

Marcum Fike (Fan 
and Fab) Retires

Jeff Sanders (Spring-
field) Son’s New 

Puppy

Springfield’s New 
Winder “Dude”

Mike Harper (Springfield) Hole in 
One Certificate! Congrats! 

Sierra Stanley
 (Formally of Fan 
and Fab) had her 

baby!

Horner Lighting at a Tradeshow

Horner Employees In Action


